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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout our discussion, E will denote a fixed finite set and R a natural 
number. By a “covering theorem”, we shall understand an assertion that E 
can be expressed as the union of K of its subsets, say E, ,..., E, , which have to 
satisfy certain additional properties: thus each Ei is required to belong to a 
certain collection of subsets of E (not necessarily the same for each z), and 
we may also impose restrictions on the cardinals of the E, . The collections 
of sets referred to above will always be hereditary, so that we can think of a 
covering theorem as a statement about the feasibility of expressing E as the 
union of k pairwise disjoint subsets subject to certain restrictions. Again, a 
“packing theorem” is an assertion that E contains k pairwise disjoint subsets 
X r ,..., X, which meet requirements of the same type as those specified a few 
lines earlier. The present account deals with covering and packing problems 
in which the “qualitative” constraints are those associated with membership 
of independence structures or, more particularly, of transversal structures. 
Probably the first covering theorem concerned with independence 
structures was discovered in 1955 by A. Horn [9] (and, independently, 
by R. Rado [ZO]). This theorem states that a finite subset E of a vector space V 
can be partitioned into k linearly independent parts if and only if / X 1 < k. 
p(X) for all X C E. Here 1 X 1 denotes the cardinal of X and p the rank 
function of V. (Both Horn and Rado also disposed of the case of an infinite 
set E, but we are not concerned here with this aspect of their work.) Some 
years later, a much more general problem was considered and solved by 
J. Edmonds [4] who replaced the notion of linear independence in the Horn- 
Rado theorem by abstract independence. Almost at the same time, in 1965, 
Edmonds and Fulkerson gave a new turn to the investigation by publishing 
their pioneering work [5]. In this paper, which has become the starting point 
of much subsequent research, a wide range of covering and packing problems 
are treated successfully. However, the methods deployed here, as in all 
earlier investigations, are distinctly difficult and the work relies on ingenious 
ad hoc arguments. 
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The situation was changed radically, in about 1966, with the discovery 
by Nash-Williams [16] f o a simple formula for the rank function of the sum 
of several independence structures in terms of the rank functions of the 
summands. It was recognized almost at once, above all by D. J. A. Welsh, that 
the rank formula provides a natural point of departure for an efficient treat- 
ment of packing and covering theorems and that its systematic use both 
simplifies and unifies the discussion. 
In [14, chap. X] a few results are derived in this spirit. We now propose 
to treat the subject more comprehensively and to point to a large number of 
theorems which follow readily from Nash-Williams’s rank formula. The 
account offered here is, needless to say, largely expository. The methods used 
are not essentially new (even if they are, as yet, familar to comparatively few 
combinatorialists) and the results, too, can for the most part be found in the 
literature, though not always in the form stated here. (It is possible that there 
is some element of novelty about Theorems 3.4, 4.3, and 4.11.) It should also 
be mentioned that whereas we confine our attention to finite sets, analogous 
problems for infinite sets have received effective treatment at the hands of 
R. A. Brualdi [2] who has, in addition, established numerous covering and 
packing results for “common transversals” [3]. Here we shall touch on 
neither of these two developments. The scope of our discussion is therefore 
quite limited. It seems nevertheless of some interest to give a systematic and 
self-contained account of the subject. Naturally, we shall in many instances 
content ourselves with a mere outline of the argument. 
It is a pleasure to record my appreciation of the helpful comments of 
Dr Hazel Perfect. 
2. NOTATION, TERMINOLOGY, PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
As already mentioned, E will denote a fixed finite set. l3y an independence 
structure 8 on E, we understand a collection of subsets of E which satisfies 
the following axioms. 
(i) ,@ E 8. 
(ii) If X E & and Y C X, then Y E 8. 
(iii) If X, Y E 8 and 1 Y 1 = j X / + 1, then there exists an element 
y E Y\X such that X u {y} E &. 
The notion of an independence structure was introduced, under the name 
of “matroid”, by H. Whitney [22] in 1935. A particularly simple independence 
structure consists of all subsets of E; this is called the 2miversaZ structure on 
E, and is denoted by .?& . 
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Let d be an independence structure on E. The members of B are called 
the independent subsets of E. It is an easy matter to verify that all subsets of 
X(C E) which are maximal with respect to membership of d have the same 
cardinal. This number is called the rank of X (in &), and we shall denote it by 
some symbol such as p(X). The mapping p (from the power set of E to the set 
of non-negative integers) is called the rank function of 8. A maximal inde- 
pendent subset of E is called a basis of b. A set which contains a basis is called 
a spanning set of 8. 
Ifs is a non-negative integer, then the collection of sets 
{XCE:XE~,/XI ,<s} 
is obviously an independence structure. It is called the truncation of 6 at s, 
and will be denoted by 8o). Its rank function, say ptS), is connected with the 
rank function p of 6’ by the relation 
p@)(X) = minis, p(X)} (X C E). 
For future reference, we note the following simple result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let & be an independence structure, with rank function p, on E; 
let M be an independent set; and let 
Then E’ is an independence structure on E\M, and its rank function p’ is given 
by the formula 
P'(X) =P@U W - IMI (X _C E\M). 
Since this result is both well-known and virtually obvious, it seems hardly 
necessary to append a formal proof. 
Next, let E, ,..., E, be pairwise disjoint sets and, for 1 < i < h, let bi be 
an independence structure, with rank function pi , on Ei . It is clear at once 
that the collection of sets 
is again an independence structure. We call it the direct sum of 6, ,..., 8, 
and denote it by 8, @ ... @ 8, . The rank function p of 6, 0 ... @ ~5~ 
is given by the formula 
p(x) = pl(x n El) + - + P~WW (XfEru -.-uE,). 
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We have a more interesting construction if the independence structures 
& r ,. . . ,6, (whose rank functions are denoted by pi , . . . , plc as before) are defined 
on a common ground set E. In that case, the collection (2.1) is called the sum 
of &, )...) CC’, and is denoted by b, + ... + 8,. It is a fairly easy (but not 
trivial) inference that &, + ... + b, is again an independence structure (for a 
proof, see. e.g. [14, Section 8.11). Its rank function is determined in the next 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Nash-Williams) The rank function p qf 8, + ... + 8, 
is given by the formula 
~(4 = $$PdX) + a.1 + P&V + I A\X I> (A C E). 
The result embodied in Theorem 2.2 is Nash-Williams’s rank formula [16], 
whose consequences are the theme of the present account. Quite a simple 
proof of this remarkable formula, based on Rado’s theorem about independent 
transversals [19], has been given by D. J. A. Welsh [21]. It is essentially this 
proof which is reproduced in [14, Section 8.11. 
When we say that (E, ,..., Ek) is a partition of E, we mean that E, ,..., E, 
are pairwise disjoint sets whose union is E. 
For a real number x, we define X+ as max(x, 0). It is clear that, for any real 
numbers xi ,..., xle, 
where the maximum is taken with respect to all subsets K of {I ,..., k}. 
3. INDEPENDENCE STRUCTURES 
Throughout this section, d, ,..., &k denote independence structures, with 
rank functions p1 ,..., pk respectively, on the set E. Further, yi , si (1 < i <[k) 
are given integers such that 0 < ri < si (1 < i < k). Unless otherwise 
stated, we shall use the letters X, K to denote typical subsets of E, {I,..., k} 
respectively. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. There exists a partition (E, ,..., E,) of E with E, E c$~ 
(1 <i<k)ifandonlyif,forallX, 
I x I < Pm + ... + Pkw)~ 
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A partition of the required kind clearly exists if and only if the rank of E 
in&,+*.‘+&, is equal to 1 E j . The proposition therefore follows at once 
by Theorem 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. There exist pairwise disjoint subsets X, ,..., X, qf E with 
Xj~&i,IXiI =si(l <i,<k)ifandonlyif,foraZZX, 
tl {si - /4X))+ d I E\X I. 
Sets with the prescribed properties exist if and only if &:8,’ + .** + 83’ 
(= 8, say) contains a set of cardinal s1 + ... + sk; and this is the case pre- 
cisely if the rank of E in & is at least si + ... + sk . By Theorem 2.2, this is 
equivalent to the inequality 
$fl min(st , ~$9 + I E\X I I 
3 i sj; 
i=l 
and the asserted condition now follows. It may also be noted that in the state- 
ment of the proposition we can replace I Xi I = si by ] Xi ) > si . 
Our next result has no independent interest and will only be used in the 
proof of Theorem 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.3. If t, h, x1 ,..., xh are non-negative integers, then 
min ]& min(m, xi) - mj = min it xi - t, 01 . O<m<t i=l 
For h = 0, the assertion holds trivially. Suppose, then, that h > 0. Writing 
a, = & min(m, xi) - m, max xi = x, 
we infer that urn < orn+r for m < x and (TV > grn+r for m > x. Thus, if 
x < t, we have 
and therefore 
min urn = 
0<7&t 
min(a, , uO) = min min(t, xi) - t, 0 
I 
=min /&xi- t,O/. 
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On the other hand, if t < x, then u0 < ui < ... < rst and so 
THEOREM 3.4. There exists a partition (E, ,..., Ek) of E with Ei E 8, , 
ri<lEEij <si(l <i<k)ifandonZyif,foraZZXandK, 
I x I < c Pi(X) + min 1 E 1 - c ri , 1 si 
SK I SK i$K 
There is an obviously equivalent way of stating this criterion, namely 
(all X). 




On the other hand, if the stated inequalities are valid, then taking first 
X = 0, K = {l,..., k} and then X = E, K = 0, we obtain (3.2). Hence the 
validity of (3.2) can be assumed throughout the argument. 
Let D be a set such that DnE=s, /D/=~~~,si-~E~. For 
1 < i < k, write di = 6, @ U6si-r~) and denote by pi the rank function 
of Ri . 
Suppose there exists a partition (E, ,..., Ek) of E with the stated properties. 
If (Di ,..., Dk) is any partition of D such that j Di / = si - 1 Ei j (1 < i < k), 
then (E, U D, ,..., E, u Dk) is a partition of E u D with 
EiuDi~&, 1 Ei u Di I = si (1 < i < k). (3.3) 
On the other hand, suppose that there exists a partition (E, U D, ,..., E, u DJ 
of E u D (where Ei C E, Di C D for 1 < i < k) subject to (3.3). Then 
0% ,..., J&J is a partition of E, Ei E bi , and I Ei I = si - I Di / (1 < i < k). 
But De E U$Ti) and so 0 < I Di 1 < si - yi _ Hence vi < I E, 1 < si 
(1 < i ,< k). 
We have therefore verified that E can be partitioned in the manner 
described in the theorem if and only if there exists a partition (X, ,..., X,) 
of E u D such that 
XiEf&, j xi I = si (1 < i < k). (3.4) 
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Since &, si = 1 E u D / , this is equivalent to the statement that there 
exist pairwise disjoint subsets X, ,..., X, of E u D which satisfy (3.4). In 
view of Proposition 3.2, this is the case if and only if, for all X C E, Y C D, 
gl bi - i&(X ” Y)>+ <IF u D)\(X ” VI - 
Now ,&(X u Y) = ,oi(X) + min(l Y I , si - r,); and the above requirement 
means that, for all X C E, Y c D, K C {l,..., k}, 
iL {si - P&V - mint1 Y I , si - ydl < gl si - I X I - I Y I , 
i.e., for all X and K, 
I X I + C {si - pi(X)> - t si < @g 
iEK i=l - I 
C min(I Y I 3 si - Yi) - I y I 
1EK I 
=oGT$D, C Xllin(Si--Ti,nt)-m . 
1 ZEK ! 
Now, by Lemma 3.3, the expression on the right-hand side is equal to 
min C (si - ~1) - 1 D I , 0 ; 
! isK I 
and the theorem follows. 
We shall now glance briefly at some of the consequences of the result just 
proved. For the choice ti = 0, si = 00 (1 < i < A), Theorem 3.4 reduces, 
of course, to Proposition 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose that I E 1 = xF=, si . Then there exists a partition 
0% ,-e-7 E,) of E with Ei E ~5’~ , \ Ei / = si (1 < i < A) if and otaly if the 
inequality (3.1) holds for all X. 
This result follows if we take yi = si (1 < i < K) in Theorem 3.4. 
COROLLARY 3.6. There exists u partition (E, ,... , E,) of E with Et E di 
IEiI <si(l ~ii~)ifundonlyif,ffmaZlX, 
jg {Si - Pi(X)>’ <i si - I x I * 
i=l 
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To prove this, we simply take ri = 0 (1 < i < Fz) in Theorem 3.4. It may 
be noted that Corollary 3.6 is equally a consequence of Proposition 3.1: all we 
need do is replace b, ,..., d, by &:“I’ ,..., &*I respectively. 
COROLLARY 3.7. There exists a partition (E, ,..., E,) of E with Ei E tZi, 
IEil >ri(l <i<k)ifandonZyif,foraZZX, 
We establish this result by taking si = co (1 < i < K) in Theorem 3.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. The independence structures 8, ,..., 8, possess pairwise 
disjoint bases ;f and only ;f, for all X, 
I X I 3 5 b,(E) - ~i(E\x)l. i=l (3.5) 
Bases of &, ,..., 6, are sets X, ,..., X, with Xi E &, , I Xi / = pi(E) 
(1 < i < k). By Proposition 3.2, pairwise disjoint sets with these properties 
exist if and only if, for all X, 
I E\X I 3 i h(E) - /4X>>+ = i h(E) - P@>>* 
61 i=l 
The assertion now follows if we replace X by E\X. 
Taking 6, = s.* = b, in Proposition 3.8, we derive at once the following 
consequence. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let I be an independence structure, with rank function p, 
on E. The following statements are then equivalent. (i) E can be partitioned into k 
spanning sets of &. (ii) E contains k pairwise disjoint bases of 6. (iii) We have 
k . p(E) - 1 E 1 < k . p(X) - 1 X 1 for all X. 
We mention another related result. 
COROLLARY 3.10. There exists a partition (E, ,..., Ek) of E such that, for 
1 < i < k, Ei is a spanning set of 8, and 1 ES j 3 ri if and only if 
il mdri , P@N -G I E I (3.6) 
and (3.5) holds for all X. 
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If (3.5) holds for all X, then, by Proposition 3.8, there exist pair-wise disjoint 
bases Xi ,..., X, of d, ,..., &, respectively. Using (3.6), we have 
Hence there exists a partition (Y, ,..., YJ of E\& Xi with 
I Yi I 3 9-i - &3+ (1 < i < h). 
Writing Ei = Xi u Y, (1 < i < R), we see that (E, ,..., EL) is a partition of E 
with the required properties. The converse inference is almost trivial. 
In the next four results, M, ,..., M, denote pairwise disjoint subsets of E 
such that Mi E bi (1 < i < R). Further, we shall write M = @=, Mi , 
bi’={XCE\M:XuMitdi) (1 <i <K). 
By Lemma 2.1, &,’ is an independence structure, and its rank function pi’ 
is given by 
pi’ = pi(X ” Mi) - I W I (X C E\M). (3.7) 
PROPOSITION 3.11. There exists a partition (E, ,..., Ek) of E with 
MiCEi~&i(l ~i~k)ifundonlyif,foraZZXCE\M, 
I M I d ; pi@ u Mi) - I X I . 
i=l 
There exists a partition of E of the required kind if and only if there 
exists a partition (F, ,..., Flc) of E\M with Fi E &,’ (1 < i < K). By Proposi- 
tion 3.1, this is the case precisely if, for all X C E\M, 
In view of (3.7), this is equivalent to our assertion. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. The independence structures &1 ,..., 8, possess pairwise 
disjoint bases which contain M, ,... , M, respectively if and only if, for all 
X C E\M, 
z$l P@) - I E\M I G $ /4X u W) - I X I . 
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Bases with the stated properties exist if and only if there exist pairwise 
disjoint subsets X, ,..., X, of E\M with Xi E gi’, 1 Xi / = pi(E) - / Mi j 
(1 < i < K). The assertion now follows by Proposition 3.2 and identity (3.7). 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let m = max / X, u ... u X, / , where the maximum 
is taken with respect to pairwise disjoint subsets X, ,..., X, of E such that 
M, C Xi E bi (1 < i < k). Then 
m = I E\M I + xp@Mbl(X U Ml) + *.* + 14x U Md - I X I)+ 
It is clear that 
m=IMI+max[Y,u...uY,/, 
where Y, ,..., Y, are pairwise disjoint subsets of E\M with Yi E bi’ 
(1 < i < k). Plainly, max 1 Yi U ... u Y, / is equal to the rank of E\M in 
the independence structure 8,’ + **. + gk’. Hence, by Theorem 2.2, 
max I Y, u *** u Yk I =,f=,l:,{pl’(X) + *.. + pk’(X) + I(E\M)\X I> 
= xpj$MMX u MA - I MI I 
+ ... + ,4X u Vc) - I M, I + I FM I - I X I>; 
and the required result is therefore proved. 
We note that there exists a partition (E, ,..., Ek) of E with M, C Ei E bi 
(1 < i < k) if and only if m = / E I; and Proposition 3.11 therefore follows 
easily as a consequence of Proposition 3.13. 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Let m = max / X, u ... u X, / , where the maximum 
is taken with respect to subsets X, ,..., X, of E such that Xi E bi, ( Xi / < si 
(1 < i < k). Then 
m = i % - mjx i (si - pi(X)>+ - 1 E\X 1 . 
i=l I i=l i 
Clearly m is the rank of E in &:9,) + ... + 8;~). The assertion therefore 
follows by virtue of Theorem 2.2. 
In the remainder of this section, d denotes an independence structure, 
with rank function p, on the set E. Further, M is an independent subset of E. 
PROPOSITION 3.15. Let m = max I X, u ... u X, j , where the maximum 
is taken with respect to pairwise disjoint subsets X, ,..., X, of E\M such that 
X, u M,..., X,u MEW’. Then 
~=I~l--kl~l+,~~~~(k.p(X)-~x~). - - 
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Denote by p’ the rank function of the independence structure 
Then m is the rank of E\M in 8’ + ... + 8’ (K terms) and so, by Theorem 
2.2, 
m =x~$M(k . P’(X) + I(E\V\X I> 
=~~~M{~.p(X~M)--lMM++EE-lMM-lXX~ 
This is equivalent to the asserted relation. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. The independence structure d possesses bases B, , . . . , Bk 
such that B, n Bj = M (i # j) if and only if 
k.p(E)- /El <k.p(X)- 1x1 
whenevm M C X C E. 
Bases of the desired kind exist if there are pairwise disjoint subsets 
X 1 ,-a., X,ofE\Msuchthat IXi~M/=p(E),Xi~M~8(1 <i<h). 
This means that the number m defined in Proposition 3.15 is equal to 
k . p(E) - K ] M 1; and the assertion now follows easily from the previous 
result. 
We note in passing that, for M = @, Proposition 3.16 asserts the equivalence 
of statements (ii) and (iii) in Corollary 3.9. 
4. TRANSVERSAL STRUCTURES 
We shall next recall briefly a few basic notions and results from transversal 
theory. For more detailed information, the reader is referred to [14]. 
In the present section, ‘?I = (A, ,..., A,) denotes a fixed family of subsets 
of the finite set E. When N C (l,..., n}, we write 
A(N) = u Ai. 
iEN 
A subset X of E is called a transversal (partial transversal) of ‘% if there 
exists a bijection (injection) 4: X-t (l,..., n> such that x E A,(,) for all 
x E X. We adopt the convention that the empty set is a partial transversal 
of 2L The collection of all partial transversals of Ql is called the transversal 
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structure of 2l. An important result due to Edmonds and Fulkerson ([5]; cf. 
also [ 151 and [14, Section 6.51) asserts that every transversal structure is an 
independence structure (though the converse inference is false). 
The classical theorem of P. Hall [7] states that 9l possesses a transversal if 
and only if, for all N C {I ,..., n}, 
I A(N)I 2 I N I . 
More generally, if 0 < Y < 11, then ‘91 possesses a partial transversal of 
cardinal r if and only if, for all N C {I ,..., n}, 
I A(N)I 3 I N I - n t- 1. 
The transversal index of ‘91 is the maximum cardinal of partial transversals of 
‘3. In view of the result just quoted, it is easily seen that the transversal 
index of 9l is equal to 
m${n - I N I + I -W)O, (4.1) 
where the minimum is taken with respect to all sets N such that 
m C N C {l,..., fi>. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let p denote the rank function of the transversal structure of 2L 
Then, for XC E, 
p(X) = rn$@ - 1 N I + I A(N) n X I>. 
Since p(X) is the maximum cardinal of partial transversals of ‘8 contained 
in X, it is equal to the transversal index of the family (A, n X,..., A, n X). 
The assertion therefore follows by virtue of (4.1). 
Throughout this section, yi , si again denote integers such that 0 < ri < si 
(I < i < k). The letters X, K, N stand (unless otherwise stated) for typical 
subsets of E, {I ,..., k}, { l,..., n> respectively. 
LEMMA 4.2. For each K, let f(K) be a real number. We have 
f(K)~IKI(n-~NN++A(N)~XI)-1x1 fordKN,X (4.2) 
if and only if 
1 E / +J(K) < j K I (a - 1 N I) -t / -W)i .for all K, N. (4.3) 
409’4312-4 
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Suppose that (4.2) is valid. Taking X = E\A(N) for any choice of K and 




Hence, for K # O, 
f(K) < I K I (n - I N I + I A(N) n X I) - I X I . 
Further, if K = ia, then both (4.2) and (4.3) state that f( ia) + j E I < 0. 
Thus (4.3) implies (4.2); and the lemma is established. 
THEOREM 4.3. There exists a partition (E, ,..., Ek) of E into partial trans- 
versals of ‘$I with yi < / Ei / < si (1 < i < k) if and only ;f, for all K, N, 
I A( + I K I (n - I N I) 3 max I E I - 1 sip c yi . 
1 idK iEK I 
We note an alternative formulation of the above condition, namely 
I A( 2 max i (I N I - n + si)+ + I E I - 5 si , i (I N 1 - n + ri)+ 
I i=l i=l i=l I 
(all N). 
Denote by d the transversal structure of 58, and let p be its rank function. 
By Theorem 3.4, the specified partition of E is possible if and only if, for 
all X, K, 
In view of Lemma 4.1, this is equivalent to the statement that, for all X, 
K, N, 
1 X I d I K I (n - I N I + I A(N) n X I) + min I E I - c pi , c si . 
I iEK i$K I 
By Lemma 4.2, this is the case if and only if, for all K, N, 
I E I - min I E I - c ri, c si =G I K I (n - I N I) + I A(N)I . 
I SK i$K t 
The theorem is therefore proved. 
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COROLLARY 4.4. The set E can be partitioned into k partial transversals of 
Cu if and only ;f, for all N, 
k 1 N j - 1 A( < kn - / E / . (4.4) 
This is simply the case ri = 0, si = 00 (1 < i < k) of Theorem 4.3. For 
an alternative proof, see [14, p. 461. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose that 1 E I = & si . Then there exists a partition 
(El 9.-.> Ek) of E into partia2 transversaZs of III with I Ei I = si (1 < i < k) 
if and only if 
( A( 3 i (I N I - fi + SJ’ 
i=l 
(all N). (4.5) 
Taking ri = si (1 < i < k) in Theorem 4.3, we see that a partition of E 
with the desired properties exists if and only if 
I -W)I 4 I K I (n - I N I) 3 1 si 
i& 
for all K and N. This is plainly equivalent to the asserted criterion. 
COROLLARY 4.6. There exists a partition (E, ,..., Ek) of E into partial 
transversals of 5X with 1 E, / < si (1 < i < k) a7 and only ;f 
I A(N)1 2 il (I N I - 71 + si)+  (I E I - $,, si) (“‘NJ. 
We obtain the assertion at once on taking ri = 0 (1 < i < k) in Theorem 
4.3. 
COROLLARY 4.1. There exists a partition (E, ,..., E,) of E into partial 
transversals of ‘$I with ) Ei j >, ri (1 < i < k) if and only if (4.4) holds for all N 
and 
/ A(N)] 3 5 (I N I - n + ri)+ (all N). 
i=l 
This is the case si = cc (1 < i < k) of Theorem 4.3. 
COROLLARY 4.8. E contains k pairwise disjoint partial transversals of 2l 
of cardinals s, ,..., sk respectively ;f and only if (4.5) is valid. 
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This is, of course, the well-known criterion of P. J. Higgins ([8], cf. [ll]). 
To prove it in the context of the present discussion, we take each bi in 
Proposition 3.2 to be identical with the transversal structure of aI, and then 
invoke Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 
Again, taking sr = ... = sk = n, we infer from Corollary 4.8 that ‘% 
possesses k pairwise disjoint transversals if and only if 1 A( 3 R 1 N j for 
all N. Alternatively, this result follows at once if we apply P. Hall’s theorem to 
the family consisting of k copies of each of A, ,..., A, . 
THEOREM 4.9. The maximum number m of elements of E contained in the 
union of k partial transversals of 21 whose cardinals do not exceed s1 , . . . , sic 
respectively is given by the formula 
m = g~$ /IA(N)1 + I K I(n - IN I) + 1~1 . (4.6) 
i$K 
Let d be the transversal structure of 2I and denote its rank function by p. 
Taking b, = ... = d, = ~9 in Proposition 3.14, we obtain 
m = + iI min& , P(X)) + I E\X I/ 
I 
= p& C si + I E\X I + I K I PW . 
’ I SW I 








Thus we need to show that m = m*. Now, for all X, K, N, we have 
m < C si + ) E\X I + I K I (n - I N I + I A(N) n X I) 
iCK 
and so, by Lemma 4.2, 
m < C st + I K I (n - I N I) + I NW 
ifK 
(all K, N). 
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Therefore m < m*. Moreover, for all K, N, 
m* d I A( + I K I (n - I N I) + c si - 
i$K 
Hence, by Lemma 4.2, we have, for all K, N, X, 
m* < 1 si + I E\X I + I K I (n - I N I + I A(N) n X I), 
i4K 
and so m* < m. Thus m = m*, as required. 
There exist alternative expressions for m. Thus, it is easily verified from 
(4.6) that 
m = f’ si - rn$x i (I N I - n + Q)+ - 1 A( 
i=l i=l 
and Higgins’s criterion (Corollary 4.8) is seen to be a trivial consequence 
of this result. An altogether different formula has been given by Edmonds 
and Fulkerson [5], namely 
where sj* denotes the number of integers among s1 ,..., sk which are greater 
than or equal to j, and 
U(X) = I{;: 1 < i < 11, A, n X # a}1 . 
It is not difficult to establish directly that the expressions in the formula 
of Edmonds and Fulkerson and in Theorem 4.9 are, in fact, identical. Indeed, 
all results in [5] can be readily translated into the language of the present 
account. 
COROLLARY 4.10. The maximum number of elements of E contained in the 
union of k partial transversals of 9l is equal to 
m${kn - k 1 N I + 1 A(N)]). 
This result is simply the case si = co (1 < i < k) of Theorem 4.9. 
THEOREM 4.11. Let M be a partial transversal of %c; and ewite 
m=maxIX,U*.*UX,I, 
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where the maximum is taken with respect to pairwise disjoint subsets X, ,..., X, 
of E\M such that X, u M,..., X, v M are partial transversals of ‘ill. Then 
m = kn - k I M j + m$(j A(N)] + (k - 1) 1 A(N) n M j - k 1 N I}. 
Write 
P = $$k(l A(N) n X I - I N I> + I E\X I>, 
p* = m${l A(N)/ + (k - 1) 1 A(N) n M I - k j N I>. 
Here, and in the remainder of the proof, X ranges over all sets such that 
M C X C E. In the inequality 
P G 4 A(N) n X I - I N I) + I E\X I (all K NJ, 
we take X = (E\A(N)) u M. Then 
I A(N) n X I = I A(N) n M I , I E\X I = I W)I - I A(N) n M I , 
and therefore 
CL < k(l A(N) n M I - I N I) + I W)I - I A(N) n M I (all N). 
Hence p < p*. Further, we have 
P* d I A(N)I + (k - 1) I A(N) n M I - k I N I (all N). 
Now for any N and X, we have 
I A(N) n M I G I A(N) n X I , I A(N)/ d I A(N) n X I + I E\X I; 
and therefore 
P* < I A(N) n X I + I E\X I + (k - 1) I A(N) n X I - k I N I . 
Hence TV* < CL; and consequently p = CL*. 
Now let 6 be the transversal structure of 2& and denote its rank function 
by p. In view of Proposition 3.15 and Lemma 4.1, we have 
m = I E I - k I M I + m${k . p(X) - j X I} 
= kn - k I M I + &{k(I A(N) n X I - I N I) + I E\X II 
=kn-kIMI +p=kn-kIMI +p*, 
as required. 
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COROLLARY 4.12. Let M be a partial transversal of 2l. Then ‘8 possesses 
(at least) k transversals the intersection of any two of which is M if and only ;f, 
for all N, 
I A( + (k - 1) I A(N) n M I - k I N I 3 0. 
2l possesses k transversals with the stated property if and only if the number 
m specified in Theorem 4.11 is equal to kn - k j M I . This is the case 
precisely if 
m$(I A(N)] + (k - 1) I A(N) n M 1 - k I N I} = 0; 
and this is equivalent to our assertion. 
5. LINKING PRINCIPLES 
In contemporary combinatorial mathematics, and particularly in transversal 
theory, results that have come to be known as “linking principles” are 
noteworthy for the frequency of their occurrence. Briefly, a result of the type 
we have in mind asserts that, if there exists an object X1 satisfying condition 
CZi and an object Xs satisfying condition &a , then there also exists an object 
satisfying both (5, and &a . Instances of linking principles are very numerous, 
and it would hardly be feasible to give an exhaustive list. We mention, 
solely by way of illustration, the theorems proved by Brualdi [I], 
Fulkerson [6], Mendelsohn and Dulmage ([lo], cf. [13]), Perfect and Pym [17], 
Pym [18], and the present writer [12]. 
Below, we shall derive a few further linking principles as easy consequences 
of the material discussed in earlier sections of the paper. 
We denote by &, ,..., &, independence structures on E; by % a finite 
family of subsets of E; by X a typical subset of E; and by ri , si integers such 
that 0 < ri < si (1 < i < k). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If there exists a partition (E,’ ,..., Ele’) of E with 
Ei’ E ~8’~ , ri < I Ei’ I (1 < i < k) 
and a partition (ET ,..., E’J of E with 
E;E&i, I E; I < si (1 < i < 4, 
then there exists a partition (E, ,..., Elc) of E with 
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Since there exists a partition (El’,..., Ele’) of E with the stated properties, 
we know by Corollary 3.7 that 
tl b-i - P&>>+ d IE\X I (all X). (5.1) 
Again, from the existence of the partition (E; ,..., Ez) of E and Corollary 
3.6, we infer that 
(all Xl. (5.2) 
By (5.1), (5.2), and Theorem 3.4, it follows that there exists a partition 
0% ,..., Elc) of E with the desired properties. 
In particular, we obtain a result concerning the partial transversals of ‘$I 
if each di in Proposition 5.1 is taken as the transversal structure of ‘$L 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that (i) there exists a partitiola (El’,..., Ek’) of E 
with Ei E JFi (1 < i < K); (ii) th ere exist pairwise disjoint sets X, ,.. ., X, with 
Xi ~8~) 1 Xi 1 > ri (1 < i < k). Then there exists a partition (E, ,..., E,) 
of E with Ei E 8, , 1 Ei 1 > ri (1 < i < k). 
By (i) and Proposition 3.1, we have 
IX/ GPl(x>+-*+Pk(x) (all X). (5.3) 
In view of (ii), there exist pairwise disjoint sets Y, ,..., Y, with Yi E bi , 
) Yi 1 = ri (1 < i < K). Hence, by Proposition 3.2, 
(all W. (5.4) 
The assertion now follows by (5.3), (5.4), and Corollary 3.7. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose that (i) E can be partitioned into k partial trans- 
versals of 2I; (ii) E contains k pairwise disjoint partial transversals of % whose 
cardinals are at least rl ,..., rk respectively. Then E can be partitioned into k 
pairwise disjoint partial transversals of VI whose cardinals are at least rI ,..., rlc 
respectively. 
This result follows immediately from Proposition 5.2 if we take each 8, 
to be identical with the transversal structure of a. 
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